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A tool to make you a better
entrepreneur
The entrepreneurship scene in Europe is subject to
dynamic changes resulting fromv societal
developments, advances in the field of ICT
technologies, and how they have influenced our
ways of communicating and doing business.

For entrepreneurs, this means they must constantly expand their skills and
knowledge portfolio. The EntreCom4ALL project comes to existence precisely with
this in mind.
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Test your competences
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Discover what you need to improve on

The EntreCom4ALL consortium, composed by organizations from Spain (UPM
and CECE), UK (INOVA Consultancy), Italy (MateraHub) and Hungary (Obuda
University), designed a platform that will help any individual interested in
increasing their entrepreneurial skills to be able to do it, in a completely free
way.
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Ideas and Opportunities
Resources
Into action

The chosen entrepreneurial
competences came from the
EntreComp framework from the
European Commission, where three
main sectors are defined: 

 
With this framework in mind, the
partners decided to carefully select
more than 1.200 OERs, divided by
each competence of the EntreComp
framework.
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With this platform you will be able
to find all the content you need to
develop the skills you are lacking
more

Find thousands of carefully
selected

OERS to reinforce the
competences you need

Thank you very much for the attention! 
Use the app and become a better
entrepreneur at: app.entrecom4all.eu
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